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KLOOSTERMAN SUMS FOR CHEVALLEY GROUPS

ROMUALD DABROWSKI

Abstract. A generalization of Kloosterman sums to a simply connected Cheval-

ley group G is discussed. These sums are parameterized by pairs (w , i) where

w is an element of the Weyl group of G and t is an element of a Q-split torus

in G . The SL(2, Q)-Kloosterman sums coincide with the classical Klooster-

man sums and SL{r, Q)-Kloosterman sums, r > 3, coincide with the sums

introduced in [B-F-G, F, S]. Algebraic properties of the sums are proved by root

system methods. In particular an explicit decomposition of a general Klooster-

man sum over Q into the product of local p-adic factors is obtained. Using

this factorization one can show that the Kloosterman sums corresponding to a

toral element, which acts trivially on the highest weight space of a fundamen-

tal irreducible representation, splits into a product of Kloosterman sums for

Chevalley groups of lower rank.

1. Introduction

The classical Kloosterman sums [Kl] are defined for any triplet of integers

m, « , and c, c > 0, by the formula

cv x V^ 2nimx + nyS(m,n,c)=       Y       e    -1-•
x,y mod c

xy=l (mod c)

These sums are connected with many problems in number theory (for an over-

view of number theoretical applications of Kloosterman sums see [D-I]. In [B-

F-G, F, S] generalizations of Kloosterman sums to certain trigonometric sums

related to the Bruhat decomposition of GL(n) are introduced. These sums are
defined as follows. Let T and U+ denote the diagonal and the upper triangular

unipotent subgroups of GL(n , R), respectively, and let Ö,, 62 be characters of

U+ that are trivial on the subgroup U+(Z) consisting of elements of U+ with

integral matrix coefficients. Let / e T and let œ he a generalized permutation

matrix in GL(n, R) (with ±1 nonzero entries) corresponding to a Weyl group

element w. Then the Kloosterman sum corresponding to the data dx, d2, t

and w is defined by the formula

(1.1) S(dx,92;t,w) = YSi(bi)e2(b2)

where the summation ranges over representatives bx ta>b2 of distinct elements

in finite set  U+(Z)\U+(Q)tœU+(Q) n SL(n + 1, Z)/UW(Z)  where  UW(Z) =
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U(Q) n co~x U(Z)a>. This sum is well defined if certain conditions are imposed

on 6X, 82 and t. In particular t has to be of the form

i = diag(l/ci,ci/c2,c2/c3,..., c„_2/c„_i),

where cx,c2, ... , c„_, are nonzero integers. One easily shows that 67L(2)

sums coincide with the classical Kloosterman sums. The related Kloosterman

zeta function is defined by the formula

Zw(0x,92;s) = YS(ei,e2;t,w)rs.
t

The summation ranges over all / = diag(l/c,, cx/c2, c2/c3, ... , c„_2/c„_,),

where c,, c2, ... , c„_, are positive integers, 5 = (sx, s2, ... , i„_,) is an

(«- l)-tuple of complex numbers and t~s = cxnSxc2nS2 ■ ■ ■c~"f~] . It is observed

in [B-F-G] that the generalized Ramanujan conjecture about Fourier coefficients

of nonholomorphic cusp forms follows if the zeta functions ZW(6X, 62; s) have

a suitable meromorphic continuation.
In hope of obtaining better understanding of Kloosterman sums (1.1) we

develop a theory of Kloosterman sums for a Chevalley group scheme G. These

sums are associated with the following data: a field k and a subring R of k ,

a subset C of positive roots in the root system of G, an element / of the

split torus in the group G(k) of A>points of 67 and a pair of characters <p

and y/ of certain unipotent subgroups U-(k) and Uc(k) of G(k) (<f> and ip

are required to be trivial on subgroups U-(R) and Uc(R), respectively). The

Kloosterman sum corresponding to the data is

(1.2) Sc(t,cf>,¥) = Y<P(u')¥(u)

where the summation ranges over a full set of representatives of

U-(R)\U-(k)tUc(k) n G(R)/Uc(R)

of the form u'tu, where u' G U-(k) and u e Uc(k) (we show in what cir-

cumstances the sum is finite). It turns out that the sums Sc(t, <j>, w) are gen-
eralizations the sums defined by (1.2). We prove various algebraic properties of

sums (1.2) by root system methods. In particular, we obtain a decomposition of

a generalized Kloosterman sum over Q into a product of "local" Kloosterman

sums defined over Qp . Using this decomposition we give an explicit decom-

position of Kloosterman sums into a product of classical Kloosterman sums in

some special cases.
My thanks are due to D. Goldfeld for an introduction to the subject of Kloost-

erman sums and encouragement during my work on the paper. I am also thank-

ful to V. Deodhar, B. Haboush and H. Jacquet for useful discussions.

2. Generalized Kloosterman sets and sums

Let L he a semisimple Lie algebra over C of rank r. Suppose that H is

a fixed Cartan subalgebra of L, 4> c H* is the root system corresponding to

H with the Weyl group W, A is a fixed basis of G>, 0+ = {ax, a2, ... , am}

is the set of positive roots, h¡, l<i<r,xa,ae<S>,isa fixed Chevalley

basis for L. We also let A denote the lattice of integral weights of <P (for
definitions see [H]). Let 67 denote the ("simply connected") Chevalley group

scheme [Ch, K, Bo] associated with the above data.  Let k he a field. Then
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the group G(k) of fc-points of G can be described as follows. Let V he any
complex, faithful representation of L, such that Z-linear span of the set of

weights of V coincides with A. Recall that p e H* is a weight of V if

Vll = {veV, hv = p(h)v} ¿ {0}.

Let M be any admissible lattice in V [H, §27] and let V(k) = k®z M. For
any ai$ and c¡ e k let Ua(Ç) be an element of Endk(V(k)) given by the

formula
°° Ym

Va(t)(l®v) = YÇm®^,v
*-' m\
771=1

where v is any element of M. Then [/Q(<*) is in fact an automorphism of

V(k). Moreover

(2 1) Ua(Ç)-x = Ua(-Ç)   and   Uaß + r¡) = Ua(t)Ua(ri),

Ua(OUß(n)Ua(-C)Uß(-n) = Y[Ula+jß(ciJ^r1J)

for any a, /? e <P, a + ß ^ 0, Ç, rj e k . The product on the right-hand side

of (2.1) is taken over all roots of the form ia + jß (i, j are positive integers)

arranged in some fixed ordering, c¡j are integers depending on a, ß, and

the chosen ordering, but not on r\ and t\. Moreover, [xa, xß] = cxxxa+ß if

a + ß is a root (for proofs see [St]). Then G(k) coincides with the subgroup

of Aatk(V(k)), generated by the set {Ua(¿¡) ; a e <D, c¡ e k}. We also let T(k)
denote the split torus in G(k).

Let V he any complex finite dimensional representation of L, and let M'

be an admissible lattice in V. Then V'(k) = k ®z M' admits a ^-linear

action of G(k) such that

ua(t)(i®v) = Yzm®^v
L-^t m\
771=1

for any aeí> and £ 6 k and v e M'. For any weight p, the corresponding

T(k)-weight space is V¡l(k) = k®z (V¿f)M'). We recall how T(k) and Ua(Ç)
act on spaces V^(k), p e A. Suppose that v e V^'k). Then

tv = t(p)v   for any t e T(k),

where the map (p, t) —» t(p) defines a group homomorphism form A x T(k)

to k* (the homomorphism is independent of V and M'). If a € O, Ç e k ,

then

Ua(t)v-ve®v;+na(k).
7I>1

Let R he any subring of k containing 1. Then

C7(jR) = {g e G(k) ; g(R <g>z M) = R ®z M, for any admissible lattice M

in any complex representation of L}.

A result of Chevalley [Ch] states that

G(R) = {ge G(k) ; g(R ®z M) = R ®z M}

where M is an admissible lattice in a faithful representation V of L such that

the Z-linear span of the weights of V is A.
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Let C be subset of d>. C is said to be closed if a, ß e C, a + ß e <&,

implies a + ß e C. A subset / of a closed set C is called an ideal of C if
ael, ß £ C, a + ß implies a + ß G I.

Example. Let w he an element in the Weyl group W. Then

P(w) = {a 6 <D+ ; w(a) € G>~}

is a closed subset of <I>+ .

Let C be a closed set and let Uc(R) denote the subgroup of G(k) generated

by elements Ua(Ç), a e C, Ç e R (we write U+ = U^+ and f/_ = £/*_).

Clearly, UC(R) Ç G(R). If C n (-C) = 0, (2.1) implies that any element u
of Uc(R) can be written uniquely as the product

u=Ua^x)Ua^)---Ualßd)

where (a\, a'2, ... , off), d = #(C), is any ordering of C and £,, 6, ... , t\d e

R  (£1 ) £2 » • • • > & are called the coordinates of w).

Definition. For any t e T(k) we define the sets

Yc(t) = {geG(R); g = xty, xeU-(k), y e Uc(k)},

Y(t) = Y^(t) = U-(k)tU+(k)   and   tfc(0 = U-(R)\Yc(t)/Uc(R).

If lo is an element of the Weyl group, we write Yw = YP(w) and Kw = KP(W).

Kw(t) is called a Kloosterman set. The following proposition summarizes basic
properties of sets Yq and Kc ■

Proposition 2.2. (i) If C c C then Yc(t) c Yc>(t) and Kc(t) C Kc>(t) (under
the obvious inclusion maps).

(ii) tit' then Yc(t)nYc'(t') = 0foranyC,C'.Ifrxt'eT(R) = T(k)n
G(R) then the elements of Kc(t) and Kc(t') are in a one-to-one correspondence
via the map y -> yt~xt'.

(iii) Yc(t) # 0 then t(X) e R for all dominant weights 2eA.
(iv) Let u'tu e Y(t) for some t G k, and assume u' = Ilae<i>+ U-a(Ç-a)

u = riae«+ Ua(£a) (products taken in a fixed order), £_Q, t¡a in k. Let p =

ŒQe<D+ a)/2 and let {Xa ; a 6 A} be the set of fundamental weights relative to

A. Then there exists a positive integer N suchthat t(Np)t¡-a and t(Np)c¡a are

in R for all a e 0+ . Moreover t(Xa)i;-a and t(Xa)c¡a are in R for all a e A.

(v) Let 0 denote the quotient (abelian group) homomorphism k —> k/R.
Assume that R satisfies

(P,) For any x e R the set u({y e k; xy e R}) is finite.

Then Kç(t) is either finite or empty.

Proof, (i) and (ii) are straightforward. For (iii) let X he a dominant weight and

let V he the irreducible representation of weight X with a highest weight vector

v . We can assume that v is contained in a Z-basis of an admissible lattice

M of V [H, §27]. Therefore 1 <g> v belongs to a free /?-basis of R ®z M.

For any g e G(k), we let f(g) denote the 1 ® f-component of g(l®v). If

g = u'tu 6 Y(t) then f(g) = t(X) e R by properties of the action of T(k) and
U±(k) on weight spaces of V(k).

Part (iv). We need the following fact due to Chevalley [Ch, Bo].
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Lemma 2.3. For any a e <J>+, there exist functions F±a defined on G(k) with

values in k and polynomials P±a with integer coefficients in respective indeter-

minants x±ß, 0 < /? < a, such that

(i) P±a = 0 if a is a simple root,

(ii) if g eG(R) then F±a(g)GR,

(iii) if g = U-ai(n_afU-a2(n_af---U-aJn_am)tUai(nai)Ua2(n-a2)---

U-am(r]am) where t e T(k) and na e k, a e O, then

F±a(g) = t(2p)n±a + P±a(n±ß , 0 < ß < a).

The lemma implies the first part of (iv) by induction on the height of a given

root (height of a root is the sum of its simple root components). For the second

part we consider a simple root a and the irreducible representation V of the

highest weight Xa. Let v he the highest weight vector. Let va he a nonzero

vector in the weight space Vaa^a) — Vi„-a > where aa e W is the reflection

corresponding to a. We may assume that v and va , belong to a Z-basis of an

admissible lattice M in V (see [H, 27.1]). Therefore l®v and l®va belong

to a basis of k ®z M. For any g e G(k), we let fa(g) denote the 1 ® va-

component of g(l®v). A calculation based on properties of weight spaces [H,

20.1] shows fa(u'tu) = t(Xa)Ç-a 6 R. Finally, let û denote the automorphism

of G(k) induced by the automorphism of <S> sending a root a to -a. Then

fa(û(u'tu)-x) = fa($(u-x)tû((u')-1)) = -t(Xa)na e R .

Part (v). In view of (iv) it is enough to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 2.4. Let (ax, a2, ..., am) be an ordering of 0+ such that {a,, a2,... ,

OLq}, 1 < q < m, is an ideal in <J>+ . For any finite subset S of k/R we set

r| = jn£/«,.(&); »(i,)esj.

If R satisfies property (PI) then n(Yg) is finite (here n:U+(k) -> U+(k)/U+(R)
is the quotient homomorphism).

Proof of the lemma. The lemma is trivial in the case q = 1. Assume q > 1.

For any £ e k we define Z|(<J) = Y¡!~x UafÇ). The assumptions of the lemma

imply that 7i(Y¡!) c {J =1 n(Zg(Çj)) for some c¡j e k . Consequently it is enough

to show that 7r(Zj(£)) is finite for any ¿¡ e k . We observe that Uaq(-cf,)Zqs(tl) c

Y!jrx for some finite set S' of k/R since by identity (2.1) the coordinates

of elements in Uaq(-í)Zg(£,) are polynomial functions of the coordinates of

elements in Y% , and the polynomials involved depend only on the ordering of

the roots. By induction on q we obtain #(n(Z¡(c¡))) = #(n(Uaq(-tl)Zqs(¿,))) <

#(n(Y§fl))< OO.

The next proposition will allow us to prove properties of Kloosterman sets

by induction on the rank of the Lie algebra. We recall that i> is a subset of a

real vector space E equipped with a scalar product ( , ). As usual we write

(X, p) = jf^A  for any elements X, p e E, such that p ^ 0. With this notation

A = {X e A; (X, a) G Z for all aeO}

and the fundamental weights Xa , a e A, are defined by conditions

(¿a ,y) = Sa,y   for all q , y e A.
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Proposition 2.5. Suppose that Re k satisfies the property

(P2) Let x £ k. If xn G R for some nonnegative integer n then x e R. Let

u'tu e Yc(t) and let t(Xa) be a unit in R for some a 6 A. Let UC'(k) (resp.

U'_(k)) denote the subgroup of U+(k) (resp. U'_(k)) generated by elements

Uß(n),n G k, ß G C (resp. Uß(n), nek, ß G <P~) such that (Xa, ß) = 0.
Then there exist elements y G U-(R) and x e Uc(R) such that yu' G U'_(k)

and ux G Uc> (k).

Proof. We need the following general fact about root systems.

Lemma 2.6 (Special filtration of sets of roots). For a simple root a we let

B = B(a) = {ße®+;(Xa,ß)>0}

(B is just the set of all positive roots with nonzero a-component). We define

Bx = {a} and, inductively, we let Bn denote the set of elements ß in B such

that if (Xa, ß)ß = ¿Zjßj, ßj eB, then either ßj = ß for all j or ßj g ß„_,
for some j (observe that 5„_, ç B„). Then B = \J{Bn ; « > 1}.

Sketch of a proof. Clearly, it is enough to consider irreducible root systems. In

the case of a root system of type 672 , the lemma can be verified by inspection.
In remaining cases, the lemma follows, since {ß e B ; ht(/?) < «} ç B„ for

all «, « = 1, 2, ... (here, ht(j?) = £aeAca, if ß = EaeAc«a) • The above
statement can be derived from the following two facts:

(1) In any root system positive roots of equal height are linearly independent

over the reals.

(2) If <P C E is an irreducible root system of type different than 672, than

for any positive root ß there exists a real valued function / defined in E,

such that:

(i)   f(y + y') < f(y) + f(y') and f(qy) = qf(y) for any y, y' G E and

q = 0, 1,2,...,
(ii)   f(ß) í 0 and f(ß) > f(ß') for all roots ß' with ht(£') > ht(£).

We now come back to the proof of Proposition 2.5. For a fixed a g A, we let

B(a) = {/? G <D+; (Xa, ß) > 0} = {/?,, ß2, ... , ßN}

where the ordering (ßx, ß2, ... , ßN) of B(a) is consistent with the filtration

{B„} of the lemma (i.e. if ßj e B„ and ßj £ B„ for some « then i < j). Let

g = u'tu G Y(t) where u' = U-ßi(Cx)U_ß2(C2) ■■ ■ U_ßN(£,N)ux for some w, G

U'_(k) and u = u2UßiM(nM)UßiMi(nM-i) ■■ ■ Uß^(nx)u2 where, h < i2 < ••• <

i m . {ßii, ßi2> ••• > ßiti} = R(a) n C an(I u2 G Uc(k). It is enough to show
that t\i, 1 < i < N and n¡, 1 < i < M, are in R. We will prove this using

the following general fact about weight spaces of a fundamental representation

of L.

Lemma 2.7. Let a g A,  ß e 0+,  c = (Xa, ß) and let V be the irreducible

representation of weight Xa. Then ^f -¿f-v = v on Vxa. Consequently -ff-

maps VXa isomorphically onto Vxa-cß since oß(Xa) = Xa- cß and dim(Vkf) =

dim(^a_i.^) = 1. Moreover, if p = Xa - X!/?eA-{a} nßß wnere nß are nonneg-

ative integers, not all equal to zero, then VM = {0} .
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Proof of the lemma. The first assertion follows directly from the identity

c Ya min(fl,c)       (a-k)      . .      Y(c_/i:)
xß x-ß _    i¡-y     x-ß      l hß- a- c + 2k\  xß

c\   a\  "    f^   (a-k)\\ k ) (c-k)l

where ß is any positive root and hß = [xß, x_ß] [H, §26.2]. The second

assertion follows from the Freudenthal's multiplicity formula [H, §26.2].

We continue the proof of Proposition 2.5. Let v he a highest weight vector

contained in a basis of an admissible lattice M of V. Since M = 0MeA Af n Vß

(see [H, §27]) we can assume that the basis consists of weight vectors. For any

ßi G B, i = 1, 2,..., N, let v¡ denote a basis vector of weight oßi(Xa) =

K - (Aa, ßi)ßi • For any g g G(k), let f(g) denote the 1 <S> v¡ component of

g( 1 ® v). By the definition of sets B¡ ,i = 1,2, ... , N, one obtains fx(g) =

t(Xa)Cx and inductively

fj(U-ßj_l(-4j-l)U-fj_1(-tj-2)---U-Pl{-il)g)

= t{a>*)fj(U-ß}{tj)U-ß„(tj+i)- ■ ■ U-ß„ßN)) = t(ka)Zf°'ßi)
for j = 1,2, ... , N. Therefore property (P2) implies £/ G R for all j.

Similarly, we obtain r\¡ e R for all j, replacing g with û(g~x), where & is

the automorphism of G(k) induced by the automorphism of the root system

O sending a root ß to -ß .

Let J be a subset of the set of simple reflections and let Ay c A be the

corresponding set of simple roots. Let <P/ denote the root system obtained

by taking the set of roots in <P which are linear combinations of roots in Aj .

Let Wj denote the Weyl group of <î>y (for a discussion of subgroups of the

Weyl group, or more generally a Coxeter group, see [Dl, D2]. Then the groups

GJ(k), U¿(k), and TJ(k), associated with <&j, can be naturally identified
with subgroups of G(k), U±(k), and T(k), respectively. Note that with this

identification t G TJ(R) if and only if t(Xa) = 1 for all a G A\A7 . If t e TJ(R)
and Cc$J is a closed subset then Y¿(t) = {g G GJ(R); g = xty, x e

Uí(k), y g Uc(k)J and K¿(t) = Uf[(R)\Y¿(t)/Uc(R) are subsets of Yc(t)
and Kc(t), respectively.

From now on we assume that R c k satisfies properties (PI) and (P2) (for

example ZcQ, and Zp c Qp satisfy (PI) and (P2)).

Proposition 2.8. Let C be a closed subset of 0+ .   (i) Let Cj = C nO; .   //
te TJ(k) then KJCj(t) = Kc(t).

(ii) If C c Q>j and Kc(t) is not empty then t(Xa) is a unit in R for every

a G A\A/.

Proof. Part (i) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.5. For part (ii)

let g = u'tu G Yc(t) where / G T(k), u' e U-(k), and u e Uc(k). Then
t(Xa) e R, a G A, by Proposition 2.2, part (iii). Fix a e A\Aj . We can write

u' = xy where x is a product of elements U_ß , ß e G>+ , (Xa, ß) = 0 and v

is a product of elements U_ß , ß G 4>+ , (Xa, ß) > 0. Let V he the irreducible

representation of weight Xa with a highest weight vector v . We can assume

that v belongs to a Z-basis of an admissible lattice in V. Therefore 1 ® v

belongs to a basis of V(k) = k®z M. For any g e G(k), we let f(g) denote

the 1 ® v -component of g (I ® v). Then

/■(*"') = f(u-xrxy-xx-x) = f(u-xrxy-x) = t(-Xa) = (t(Xa))~x G R
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since x~x(l®v) = l®v by Lemma 2.7 and since no sum of roots in <S>j equals

a sum of roots in B(a).

It can be shown that P(w) ç (pj for any w eWj . Therefore we have

Corollary. If w eWj and t e TJ(k) then K¿(t) = Kw(t).

Definition. For any closed subset C of <J>+ , t e T(k), such that Kc(t) / 0 ,

and a pair of characters cp: U-(k) —> {z e C, \z\ = 1} and \p: Uc(k) —> {z G

C,  |z| = 1} which are trivial on U-(R) and Uc(R) respectively, we define

SC(t,(t>,  ip) = Y(t>(U')lr'(U)

where the summation ranges over a full set of representatives u'tu of Kc(t),

where u' e U-(k) and u e Uc(k) (note that Kc(t) is finite, since we have as-

sumed that R c k satisfies property (PI)). We will call Sc(t, <p,\p) a general-

ized Kloosterman sum associated with C,t,(j> and \p . We write Sw(t, <t>, ip) =

Sp(w)(t, <!>,¥)■

Example 2.9. Let <P = {a, -a} he the root system of type Ax , R = Z and

k = Q. Then 67(Q) = SL(2,Q) and T(Q), C/_(Q), U+(Q) are, respectively,
the diagonal, the lower triangular unipotent and the upper triangular unipotent

subgroups of SL(2, Q). A simple computation shows that if w = aa,

t =
c   0

0   \ ([; ?]H^ - K[oí])_ p2ninx

then Sw(t, <j), ip) = S(-m, n, c) where S(-m, n, c) is the classical Kloost-

erman sum.

Example 2.10. Let R = Z, k = Q and let í> be the root system of type Ar
in its standard representation as a subset of Rr+1 (see [B or H, p. 64]). We

identify the Weyl group W of d> with the group of permutation matrices in

GL(r + 1, Q). Let S(6X ,62;t,w) he the GL(r + 1, Q) Kloosterman sum

defined by formula (1.1). We define wx = w0w~xwfx, tx = w0twfx, <t>(y) =

dx(wfxywf), y G U-(Q) and ip(x) = 62((wo(o)~xywoco), x e UW(Q) where

wq is the long element of the Weyl group (this is the unique element of W send-

ing each positive root to a negative root). Then SWl (tx, <p, y/) = S(6X ,62;t,w)

if the right-hand side of the equation is well defined. To verify this identity we

may assume that the element b2 is the definition of S(6X, 62 ; t, co) belongs to

UW(Q). Consequently

w0bxtcûb2(w0œ)~x =Wobx(w0ylw0t(w0)-xwoCüb2(wo(o)~x e Ywftx).

In fact the map x -* wox(wo(o)~x gives the desired bijection between KWl(tx)

and U+(Z)\U+(Q)tœU+(Q) n SL(n + 1, Z)/UW(Z).

Next proposition summarizes elementary properties of generalized Klooster-

man sums.

Proposition 2.11. Let C ,t,<f> and ip be as in the definition of generalized

Kloosterman sums.
(i) // t G T(R) then Sc(t, <p,y/) = #(Kc(t)) = 1.
(ii) If txe T(R) then

Sc(ttx,<t>, ip) = Sc(tx, 4>', ip) = Sc(tx, <t>, y/r')
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where (j>'(x) = <p(txrx), x e U+(k), y/r (y) = ip(rxyt) and y e Uc(k).

(iii) Let û be any automorphism or anti-automorphism of G(k), defined

over R, such that it preserves T(k) and for any a e i>+ (resp. aeO") and
¿; G k one has û(Ua(Ç)) = 670(a)(rô^) for some r6 e Rx and è(a) e <I>+ (resp.

û(a) gO~). Then

Sc(t,<l>,v) = SiKC)(û(t),<j>i>,Vi>)

where <tjö(x) = cj)(û-x(x)), x e U-(k), and y/ô(y) = y/($-x(y)), y e Ud{C)(k)-

The following proposition reveals when a Kloosterman sum related to a given

root system O reduces to a Kloosterman sum related to a root subsystem Oy .

Notation is the same as in Proposition 2.8.

Proposition 2.12. Let C, t, </>, y/ be as in the definition of Kloosterman sums.

We define tx e T(k) by the formula tx(Xa) = t(Xa) if a G Ay and tx(Xa) = 1
for a e A\Aj .

(i) //CcO; then tx e T(R) and Sc(t, <?,y) = S]c(tt\x, <p, i/T') where
the right-hand side is the Kloosterman sum in GJ(k).

(ii) Let t e TJ(k) and let Cj = CnO,. Then Sc(t, <j>, y)SJC](t, $, ip).

The proposition follows directly from Propositions 2.8 and 2.11.

Corollary 2.13. Let t,txe T(R) be as in Proposition 2.12 and let w be an

element in W. Then Sw(t, <p, \p) = SJWj(ttxx, </>, y/'> ) where Wj is the unique

element of Wj such that P(w) n Oy (it can be shown that such element wj

always exists).

This is a generalization of a result about GL(r + 1)-Kloosterman sums ob-

tained in [F, Proposition 3.6 and S, Corollary (3.11)].

3. Global and local Kloosterman sums

In this section we assume that either R = Z c k = Q or R = Zp c k = Qp

where p is a prime. We let Y and *FP denote the fundamental characters of
the additive group k, trivial on jR , in the respective cases. Explicitly, if k = Q

then ¥(x) = e2nix and if k = Qp then

vP ( E a"P") =elKi [ E a*pn) ■

\n=-N I \n=-N )

We observe that if jc G Q then

V(x) = Y[Vp(x).
p

Let C be a closed subset in either <P+ or G>~ an let Uc(k) be the corresponding

subgroup of G(k). We say that a group homomorphism <p: Uc(k) -^ {z e

C; \z\ = 1} is a rational character, defined over R, if

V ( n U°&)) = * (E d<£« )    where d° e R ' £° e k
\aec I \aeC /

(the product is taken in a fixed order, and *P is the fundamental character of

k/R).
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Remark. We say that a root in C is indecomposable in C if it is not a sum

of roots in C. Let D he the set of indecomposable roots in C. Then one

can show that the commutator group [Uc(k), Uc(k)] coincides with the group

Uc\û(k) ■ Consequently any rational character of Uc(k) defined over R is of

the form

(*)    <p ( nu"^) = t ( e d°z° ) wnere d»€ r > z°e k >
Va6D / \aeD )

and vice versa, given numbers da e R, a e D, then formula (*) gives a

rational character of Uc(k). It is clear that if C = <E>+ then Z) = A. It
has been pointed out to the author by V. Deodhar that in root systems whose

elements are all of equal length, set D for C = P(w) is given by the formula

D = {a e P(w), l(waa) = l(w) - 1} , where /(•) is the length function on W.

We observe that if k = Q, then <p(x) = T\p tpp(x) where

\a€C / \aeC I

We will assume that the characters <p, \p appearing in definition of generalized

Kloosterman sums are rational, defined over R.

Proposition 3.1. Let C be a closed subset of <$>+ and let te T(Q) and let </>, \p

be rational characters defined over Z of U-(Q) and 67C(Q), respectively. Then

sc(t,4>, ip) = Y[spc(t, <t>p, ipp)
p

(Spc denotes the G(QP) Kloosterman sum).

Proof. We first notice that if p does not divide t(p) then t e T(Zf) and

Spc(t, 4>p, ipp) = 1 by Proposition 2.11. Therefore the proposition will follow

if we show that the natural embedding

Kc(t) -  1] Kpc(t)
p\t(p)

is in fact a bijection. This fact is an immediate consequence of the following

lemma.

Lemma 3.2. Let C be a closed subset in either 0+ or <&~ and let Uc(Qp) be

the corresponding subgroup of G(QP). Let S be a finite set of primes and let

xp e Uc(QP) for p e S. There exist elements y, z e Uc(Q) such that xpz

and yxp belong to Uc(Zp).

Proof of the lemma. Let (ax, a2, ... , as) be an ordering of C such that

{a,, a2, ... , aq}  is an ideal in C for any q,   1 < q < N.   We then have

xp = Ua,(i,x<p)Ua2(ti'2p)---U^(£,qtP) for some Çx<p, Ç2>p.£,q>p € Qp. We

proceed by induction on q . Clearly, the lemma holds if q = I . Assume q > 1 .

We may suppose that ¿¡qp = cleQ,peS. Consequently, Ua (-Ç)xp =

Uai(t[JU^(i2J---UagJ(?g_liP) for some «,,,$,,,...,«;_,,,€ Qp by
formula (2.1). By inductive hypothesis there exists y' G UC(Q) such that

y'Uaq(-c¡)xp G UC(Q) for all p e S. Therefore y = y'Uaq(-c¡) satisfies the

desired property.
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Corollary 3.3 (Multiplicativity of generalized Kloosterman sums). Let t and t'

be elements ofT(Q) suchthat t(p) and t'(p) are relatively prime. Then

Sc(tt',<P,V) = Sc(t, <t>', <P)Sc(t', 4", V)

for some characters <j>' and cp".

Proof. By Propositions 3.1 and 2.11,

Sc(tt',4>,ip)= l[Spc(t,cf>';,y/p) I] Spc(t',ct>'p,ipp).
pWp) P\t'(p)

Since the character <f> is rational, there exist daeZ, a e A, such that

<p(x) = v(Ydaria)
\a€A I

for any x = FLeo* U-a(na) e C/_(Q). Consequently

^) = ¥ mhlid     and   <j)\x) = V\Yt'(-a)dar]A.
VqGA / VaeA /

For each a e A, we chose ba,caeZ, such that

(3.4) ba - dat(-a) e t'(Xa)Zp   for all p\t'(p)

and

(3.5) ca - dj'(-a) G t(Xa)Zp   for all p\t(p).

Since i(-a) is in Zp ) (resp. t'(a) is in Zp) whenever p\t'(p) (resp. p\t(p))

such choice of ba and ca is possible by the Chinese Remainder Theorem.

We define the characters </>' and <p" by formulae <f>'(x) = ^(¿Za€Aca1a) and

(¡>"(x) = *V(¿2a<z&bana). Assume now that xty e Y£ where p\t(p). By Propo-

sition 2.2 t(Xa)na e Zp . Hence (t>p'(x) = </>'(x) and

Sc(t,<p',y)= Uspc(t,/P,yrp).
p\t(p)

By a similar reasoning we obtain

Sc(t',(/>",¥) =  I] Spc(t',<Pp,HtP)
p\i'(p)

and the proof is complete.

Corollary 3.6. Let C be any closed subset of d>+ and let t e T(Q) satisfy

(t(Xa), t(Xß)) = 1 for all a, ß e A, a ¿ ß . Then

Sc(t, <p, y/) = Yl S(ma, na, t(Xa))
a£A

where «Q = 0 if a g C,  y/(Ua(c¡)) = ^(«„^, Ç e Q, if a e C and ma =
-dat(-a+2Xa), a G A. In particular (under the above assumptions about t) the

Kloosterman sums Sw(t, <p, ip), w eW are products of classical Kloosterman

sums.

Proof. Let a G A be fixed. We observe that t(-a + 2Xa) is an integer since

-a + 2Xa = E/?eA-{a} ~(a ' ß)^ß is a dominant weight. We define the element
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ta G r(Q) by the formula ta(Xß) = t(Xß)Sa^, a, ß eA. Proposition 3.3 implies

that
Sc(t,<p, yt) = Sc(ta, <f>', \p)Sc(t(tayx, <p", yt)

where <f>'(x) = x¥(YiaeAcana) and (t>"(x) = 1¥(¿2a€Abarja) with ba and ca de-

termined by the formulae (3.4) and (3.5). In fact we can take ca = da(ttfx(-a))

= t(-a + 2Xa), ba = 0 and cß = 0, bß = dßta(-ß) for ß e A, ß # a . Con-
sequently, Example 2.9 and Proposition 2.8 imply

Sc{t,<p, y/) = S(ma,na,t(Xa))S'c,(ttfx,4>", yt)

where S'c,(tt~x, <f>", yt) is the Kloosterman sum for the group 67' correspond-

ing to the weight lattice of the root subsystem <P' of <I> whose base is A' =

A - {a} and the closed set C = C n <!>'. We observe that if ß ¿ a then

ta(-ß)tt~x(-ß + 2Xß) = t(-ß + 2Xß) and therefore the induction on the rank

of <t> implies the statement of the corollary.

Example 3.7 (Kloosterman sums for the long element). We assume that O is

an irreducible root system and we let ax,a2, ... ,ar he the basis of d> as

described in root systems tables in [B, Chapter VII]. We let m,; = (a,, a¡)

he the Cartan integers. Suppose that t,<f>,yt are as in the definition of a

Kloosterman sum, and we let C = P(wf) = 4>+. We also put d¡ = da¡,

«, = na¡, and c¡ = t(Xa.), 1 < i < r. If c, are pairwise relatively prime,

Corollary 3.4 implies

r

SWo(t,<t>,yt) = Y[ S(m¡, n¡, c,)   where m¡ = d¿ J\ c~m" ,  i=l,2, ... ,r.
;=i j#

For rank 2 root systems we have

S(—dxc2 , «,, cx)S(—d2cx, «2 , cf) if 0 is of type A2 ,

S(-dxc2, «,, cx)S(-d2(cx)2, «2, c2) if 0 is of type B2,

S(-dx(c2)2, «,, cx)S(-d2cx, n2, c2) if O is of type C2,

S(-dx(c2)i, nx, cx)S(-d2cx, n2, c2) if O is of type G2,

if (cx ,c2)=l.

The problem of evaluation of Kloosterman sums in the general case (that

is, if numbers t(Xa), a e A, are not necessarily pairwise relatively prime)

is much more difficult. The strongest known results concerning evaluation of

67L(«, Qp)-Kloosterman sums can be found in [S, §4]. Also in [S] a necessary

and sufficient condition for existence of 67L(«, Qp)-Kloosterman sums is given.

Such a condition for Chevalley group Kloosterman sums is discussed in [D].
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